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Description
Whether you work at a busy hospital, clinic
or private practice, you are looking at getting
things done faster and easier with the best
possible output. With a user-friendly interface
and secure data transmission to protect patient
information, Winscribe MD for Android and
iOS mobile devices allows users to manage
dictations, schedule patient appointments and
access patient information, all while using their
preferred mobile devices.
The Winscribe MD mobile dictation app
provides an intuitive and easy-to-use user
interface. Dictations can be created and sent
with minimal clicks. Wireless connectivity with
the Winscribe server ensures real-time updating
and immediate transmission of dictation for
traditional or speech recognised transcription.
Winscribe MD works seamlessly with
Winscribe’s digital dictation workflow system,
enabling users to quickly record and send
dictations securely from anywhere. With
options to route work directly for traditional or
speech recognized transcription, you have the
power of choice in your hand. Dictations can
be uploaded anywhere, anytime with patient
demographics attached, ensuring document
accuracy and accelerating the transcription
process.
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“Not only are we able
to use our iPads and
iPhones for dictation...
we are also now
able to record and
send dictations from
wherever we are.”
Kayo Elliott

Athens Orthopedic Clinic
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Key Benefits
With Winscribe MD, providers can quickly and accurately
complete key clinical tasks at the point of care from a
mobile device. Other advantages include:
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Supported Mobile Platforms
Winscribe MD is supported over the latest mobile technology,
including:
» Android-powered smartphones running OS v4.0.3 and above
» iOS devices running v7.0 and above
» Philips SpeechAir
Available on

Available on the

Google Play

Apple Store

IMPORTANT: Downloading Winscribe MD is free of charge. However, for complete
functionality, users will need to have a Winscribe server licence.
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